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ABSTRACT 

Auto-regressive Fourier analysis of angle-resolved photoemission 

extended fine structure (ARPEFS) from adsorbate core levels yields 

complete, accurate surface structures. Scattering peaks,from 

individual substrate ,atoms were,observed using S(1s) photoemission 

from c(2x2)S/Ni(001 ) 'and p(2x2)S/Cu(00l), along [011]. 

Fourfold-hollow site geometries' were found for both systems, with 

interatomic distances of R(S~tU) ::: 2.24(3) A and R(S-:Cu) = 2.28(3) A. 
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In this Letter we show that photoelectron diffraction data, in 

the form of angle resolved photoemission extended fine structure 

(ARPEFS) from adsorbate core levels, can be transformed to give path 

length differences between primary and substrate-atom-scattered 

photoelectron waves. Analysis of these path length differences yields 

both distances and directions to nearby substrate atoms. For a given 

system, ARPEFS curves for one or more di recti ons will thus provi de a 

complete surface structure determination. 

Energy-dependent photoelectrondiffractionl ,2 has been used to 

determine adsorbate-substrate geometries for a number of systems. 3 

Experimentally~ photoemission into a selected angle is measured while 

the photoelectron kinetic energy is swept by varying a tunable photon 

source. Until now, analysis of the intensity variations with energy 

has been limited to trial-and_error comparisons with the results of 

scattering calculations. 4 Recently, normal emission theoretical 

curves over extended energy ranges,S and experimental curves over 

short ranges,6wereFourier-analyzed to yield peaks at distances 

close to ad~orbate~$ubstrate inte~planar spacings, but the role of 

scattering phase shifts and the utility of this approach remained 

unclear. 

Direct analysis begins by deriving the ARPEFS curve from the 

photoemission measurements. The intensity modulations, X(hv), are 

extracted by removing the smooth atomic cross section: X (hv) = 

(1-1
0

)/10' where I is the measured intensity and 10 is the 

atomic cross-section. Then the Einstein and DeBroglie relations are 
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used to convert from photon energy to electron wave vector, k = 
, :' 

E2m(hv-E
o

)/112]1/2, \"/here Eo is an adjusted core-level binding 

energy. A single-scattering mode1 7 for photoelectron diffraction 

predicts the resulting ARPEFS modulations according to 

cos B. If( a .) I 
X( k) = L J ..J . cosEkr

J
. (1 ... cos- a

J
.) + 9S

J
.], (1) 

j cos y rj 

J' 

where the photoe1 ectron ~lave encounters an ion .CQ.re at a di sta,nce r. 
J 

from the source atom; scatters through an'ang1eaJ with amplitude 

I f( aj) I and, after a -phase shift 9Sj ,propagat~s towards the 

detector. : The ang1ebet\'1een the polarization direction and the. direct 

emission! path is y;the angle between the polarization direction and 

the initial path of an electron' scattered from sitej is Bj" Figure 

1 illustrates the scattering geometry. 

Eq. (1) suggests that a rather large number of path-length 

differences 6Rj ~ rj (l-cos aj') can contri bute to X (k). Ho\'1ever, 

two factors combine·to emphasize the contributions from scatterers 

lying more or less directly behind the s6urce atom (i.e., aj near 

180
0

). Fi rst, as Orders and Fad1 ey8 noted, f( aj)' tends to peak

strongly near aj = 00 

and 180
0

, for electrons in the ARPEFS energy 

range of 100-400 eVe Second, the (cos Bj/COS y) factor in Eq. (1) 

suppresses scattering from atoms at angles near 90~ when the 

polarization direction is pointed into the detector. 

The strong peaking in scatteringcam~litude near aj = 180
0 

suggests that alignment of the detector, an adsorbate atom, and a 

1\ 
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substrate atom along the polarization direction. would yield l,arge 

ARPEFS modul ati ons \-li th a frequency near 2r j' . i .e., twi ce the bond 

di stance. Fi gure 2 shows the resul ts of two such experiments for 

S(1s) photoemission along [011] in the overlayer systems 

c(2x2)S/Ni (001") and p(2x2)S/Cu(00l), whi.ch were pr~pared by standard 

techniques
6

,9. Cur.ves 2a and2b both show large oscillations, and 

both contain the same dominant frequency. Since several reports6 ,10 

agree that S bonds in the fourfol'if;hollow site on Ni(OOl), we may 

imediately conclude that S bonds in this same site on Cu(OOl) •. The 

energy" range spanned,by the·S/IH ·curve corresponds to a.wave number . 

range in·A.,.lOfapproximately one period (21T): the ,presence. or fqur 
. ." . . ~ .. , : 

major oscHlations thus indicates a path .length\differe~ce l1R of-4 A. 

TheARPEFS data in;Fig. 2 were. analyzed by an auto-regressi~e. 

1 inearpredictionprocedure, 11 follO\'1ed by Fourier analysis, 

yielding the curves,shown in Fig. 3. The excellent resoluti,on is a 

consequence of theauto.;;regressi on step. The fi rst three peaks in the 

middle 'curve of" Fig. 3, at l1R values of 2.0 A, 3.5 A, and 4.4 A, all 

arise from the four nearest-neighbor nickel atoms along [110], lying 

respectively i~ front of, beside (2 Ni atoms), and almost directly 

behind the sulfur atom. The general form of these peaks establishes 

without further analysis that sulfur lies in a fourfold hollow site 

1.3-1.4 A above the surface, in agreement with the known 

structure.6 ,lO. This curve alone approaches being a complete, 

self-contained structure determination, because these three peaks 

carry infonnation about interatomic distances and directions to each 

.'-', 
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nearest neighbor Niatom separately. Because scatter; ng phase. 

shifts
12 

are known most reliably at present for backsc~ttering 

through 180~, full analysis by back transformationl~ \'1as applied to 

the 6R = 4.42 A peak alone. We derive R(S-tJi)= 2.24(;3) A, ,in 

excellent agreement-with the result of Brennan,' et al.10 

A similar analysis on the "unknown" systemp(2x2)S/Cu(00l) iields 

similar results: a fourfold hollow site with 6R =4.54-A, and R(S .. Cu) 

= 2.28(3) A (Figs. 2a and 3a).' The structure of p(2x2)S/Cu(001) is 

thus determined • 
. ' 

Comparing theS/Niand SICu Fourier 'transforms reveals another 

important ARPEFS feature: the intensities of peaks corresponding to 

atoms with 8
j

- 90° will be strongly dependent on the polarization 

direction." The S/Ni measurements were made-with ,the polarization 

vector ali gned along the emi ss i on vector.' The nearest nei ghbor wi th, 

the shortest path 'length had cos Sj/c'os Y =0.12. For S/Cu we 

tipped the pqlarization vector l5~-closer to the surface, increasing 
, 

the photoemission flux onto this atom-~~ndhence the size of the, first 

peak;;.-by a factor of 5: cos 8j/cos Y = 0.63.TIlis polarization 

dependence provides a sensitive means for determining the exact 

angular position of individual substrate atoms. 

Our resul ts a:l so' pravi de a useful compari son '-of the ARPEFS and 

\ 

surface extended x-ray absorption fine structure'-(SEXAFS) 

techniquesl4 • Figures 2c and 3c reproduce the SEXAFS modulations 

and Fourier transfonn- reported 'by Brennai,. et al
lO

• SEXAFSi s an 

angle integrated measurement of the absorption cross section., Its 
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modulations vary as sin{2kr+ ,sb + ,sa}, oscillating; with a 
. " ., :"'> "'': ," 

frequency close to twice the bond length.ARPEFS is an angle-resolved 
, ... ' 

measurement follm'iing cos(kr.(1-cos a.) + tS.). The frequency evident" 
, ,. J ' J J " :" ' " 

in Fi gs. 2a and 2b i s ~ 1 os~' to twi ce: the bond 1 ength because the 
.l; 

modulations are dominated by scattering from the nearest neighbor 

directly behind the sulfur. SEXAFS has both an absorber and a 

backscatterer phase shift; ARPEFS has only a backscatterer shift. The 

SEXAFS modulations are i: 2%; the ARPEFS modulations are larger by 

krj - 10. The SEXAFS polarization dependence has the form of an 

intensity (COS
2

Bj ); the ARPEFS polarization dependence follows an 

amplitude (COS.Bj)~ But Fig. 3 illustrates the most important 

difference: each near nei ghbor appears as a separ,ate peak in the 

ARPEFS Fourier tranSf0r111. The positions and intensities of these 

peaks carry information about the distances and directions of 

neighboring atoms and they can be varied by adjustin~ the emission 

and polarization vectors. 

In summary, we have reported experimental evidence for the 

dominance of single backscattering in photoelectron diffraction. The 

use of ARPEFS directly to solve the p(2x2)S/Cu{OOl) structure 

demonstrates its power as a probe for surface structures. With the 

increasing perforr.lance of synchrotron radiation facilities, wide 

energy..;range photoemission data can be obtained for all elements, 

including the technologically and biologically important low Z 

elements~ The angle..;resolved nature of ARPEFS gives it promise for 

the study of molecular and multi-site atomic adsorbates. Disputed 
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surface structures may be determined unambiguously by placing an 

angle-resolved detector opposite an expected substrate atom and 

recording the resultant ARPEFS. Complicated adsorbate systems can be 

analyzed along a variety of emission axes. By careful choices arid 

variation of emission and polarization directions, it may even be 

feasible to detennine bond angles to within 1_2°. 

. '."". 
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Figure captions 

1. Cross-sectional view of a fcc crystal (001) surfaceshm'li n9 the 

experimental geometry and illustrating the parameters of the analytic 

single scattering formula. The angle resolved detector is along the 
c· > 

vector labeled e-([Oll] direction); the polarization vector is E. 

The angl e between these two vectors is y. The vector from; the, 

emitter to the scattering atom j makes an 4ngle B
j 

with the 

polarization vector and an angle aj with the emission di,rection.' 
. ' , 

2. X(E) curves are shown for (a) p(2x2)S/CiJ(00l) ARPEFSin,~he [011] 
I , 

direction, (b) c(2x2)S/Ni(001)ARPES in lhe [all] direetion,'and 
, I 

(e) e(2x~)S/Ni(00l) SEXAFS of Brennan et al., ref. '10. . 
:'~ , '.' . . . 

:L' Compari son of Fourier transfonn ampl itudes for (a) ARPEFS from 

p(2x2)S/C~(00l), ,(b) ARPEFS fromc(2x2)S/Ni(00l ),and (e) SEXAFS from 
" . 

e(2X2)S/Ni(001) from ref. 10: The ARPEFS range in k-spaee was 
. :." .' : . , 

extended using the auto-regressive estimation method prior to Fourier 

transfonnation. 
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